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Answer: C 

QUESTION: 119 
A business analyst needs to design a report template in Modeler. This report will prompt a 
user for additional information such as company name and address at the time of report 
generation.  What should the analyst add in the report template for this function? 

A.   Data fields 
B.   Report information fields 
C. Text labels 
D. Parameter fields 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 120 
A business analyst has created a process model with resources and their availability. This 
analyst is required to identify the average costs of all the available resources during a 
specific period. In addition, it is required to compare the costs of different resources so 
that the analyst can define resource requirements that has a lowest cost. Which of the 
following static analysis report should be used? 

A.   Activity cost and duration report 
B.   Qualified resources costs summary report 
C. Resources costs summary report 
D. Role costs summary report 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 121
 
Which of the following is true about developing measures for a process?
 

A. As many measures as possible should be included to mitigate against missing future 
requirements. 
B.   The number of measures can affect the cost of managing a process. 
C. Each measure should be developed to hit the widest number of stakeholders. 
D. A measurement hierarchy has little value in measure development. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 122 
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A process contains a global process. The global process contains several tasks and its own 
set of business measures. The analyst wants to use the business measures from the global 
process as an aggregation source for the parent process. Which of the following describe 
what the analyst can do? 

A. The analyst cannot use any of the business measures in the global process. Therefore 
those measures are not available as aggregation sources. 
B. The analyst can access all business measures in the global process by making them 
available in the parent process. These measures will be available as aggregation sources 
after they are made available. 
C. The analyst can access all business measures in the global process by default. These 
measures are available as aggregation sources. 
D. The analyst can access all business measures in the global process by making them 
available in the parent process. These measures, however, will not be available as 
aggregation sources. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 123 
A KPI has the following information input Target  60, Upper margin  100, Lower margin 
30. What are the upper and lower margins for this KPI? 

A.  100, 30 
B.   160, 30 
C. 120, 42 
D. 110, 40 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 124 
A situation event is associated with a KPI in a process. The situation event will be sent 
when the KPI goes below a certain value. The situation event will be addressed by a 
person. It is expected that thousands of process instances will be run daily. How should 
the situation event be configured? 

A.   The situation event should be configured as unconditional and repeatable. 
B.   The situation event should be configured as conditional and repeatable. 
C. The situation event should be configured as unconditional and non-repeatable. 
D. The situation event should be configured as conditional and non-repeatable. 

Answer: D 
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QUESTION: 125 
A sales manager needs to be alerted when the average sales order goes below a target 
value of $100. How can this be accomplished? 

A.   Create a sales order total metric for each order process instance.  Create a KPI based 
on the metrics average.  Generate a situation even and attach it to the KPI, giving it a 
unique name.  Set up a condition in the situation event to send the event when the sales
average dips below $100. 
B. Create a sales order total metric for each order process instance.  Develop an aggregate 
metric which averages these totals.  Create a KPI based on the aggregate metric.  Generate 
a situation event and attach it to the aggregate metric, giving it a unique name.  Set up a 
condition in the situation event to send the event when the sales average dips below $100. 
C. Create a sales order total metric for each order process instance.  Develop an aggregate 
metric which averages these totals.  Create a KPI based on the aggregate metric.  Generate 
a situation event and attach it to the sales order total metric, giving it a unique name.  Set 
up a condition in the situation event to send the event when the sales average dips below 
$100. 
D. Create a sales order total metric for each order process instance.  Create a KPI based 
on the metrics average.  Generate a situation event and attach it to the metric, giving it a 
unique name.  Set up a condition in the situation event to send the event when the sales
average dips below $100. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 126 
In a process at a particular step a measurement needs to be taken of an attribute of a 
business item when the step is finished. Which two ways this can be accomplished. 

A. Create a metric with a trigger which utilizes Input and Output as the source category. 
Select the steps output as the source.  Select the business item attribute in the calculation 
section of the trigger. 
B.  Create a metric with a trigger which utilizes State Change as the source category. 
Select the steps Activity State Completed state change as the source.  Select the business 
item attribute in the calculation section of the trigger. 
C.   Create a metric with a trigger which utilizes Metric as the source category. Select the
steps Business Item Metric as the source.  Select the business item attribute in the 
calculation section of the trigger. 
D. Create a metric with a trigger which utilizes Business Item Metric as the source 
category. Select the steps output as the source.  Select the business item attribute in the 
calculation section of the trigger. 
E. Utilize the Business Item Metric wizard to create the business item metric at the steps 
output. 
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Answer: A, E 

QUESTION: 127 
A counter needs to count by two every time a particular task's activity state changes to 
completed. What is the most efficient way this can be done in the Business Measures 
model? 

A. Create two triggers in the counter, both identical, which each add one to the counter. 
B.   Create a trigger in the counter which adds two to the counter. 
C. Create two counters, both identical, which are added together in another metric. 
D. Change the default counter incremental parameter. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 128 
Which of the following are the correct 4 groups of measures that make up a Balanced 
Scorecard? 

A.   Financial, Customers, Internal Processes, Learning and Growth 
B.   Customers, Financial, ROI, Internal Processes 
C. Revenue, Cost, Process Efficiency, Growth 
D. ROI, Customer Satisfaction, TQM, Innovation 

Answer: A 
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